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Abstract

In this work we present a series of data sets that model the behaviour of neutrophils as observed with a confocal microscope. The data sets describe important characteristics of the neutrophils such as delayed activation, collisions and path tortuosity as well as different levels of background noise. The availability of synthetic data sets such as the ones proposed here, together with appropriate gold standards will benefit those wanting to test the robustness and accuracy of segmentation and tracking algorithms.

1 Introduction

The advent of multiphoton and confocal fluorescence microscopy, which allows 3D imaging of specimens in vivo with high spatial and temporal resolution, has been widely adopted in the Life Sciences for applications spanning from the observation of microvascular permeability, the assessment of mitochondrial function, examining tumour angiogenesis to the observation of neutrophil apoptosis and migration. Confocal and multiphoton microscopes capture the intensity value at a specific three dimensional location. This intensity is related to the photons detected at the camera, which are in turn related to the structure or concentration of a substance on the sample which can present different reactions to the excitation frequency. As the observation is repeated on time, the data becomes a 5-dimensional matrix \( i(x, y, z, f, t) \) (Fig. 1a). Thus, the data acquired on a single experiment can easily be of several gigabytes (GB) and special considerations have to be implemented for the storage and transport of the data sets.

Zebrafish larvae have emerged as a key model organism in recent years, with a unique combination of advantages over other model systems for the detailed study of inflammation biology in vivo. Their optical transparency allows visualisation of physiological and pathological processes as it is possible to visualise both the anatomy of the fish together with fluorescent cell populations in vivo (Fig. 1b). Genetic manipulations can be easily performed, both to genetically manipulate the inflammatory response, but also to label individual cells with fluorescent markers. This then allows these cell populations to be observed in high temporal and spatial resolutions, during inflammation resolution, using multiphoton and confocal microscopy.
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The combination of confocal microscopes with zebrafish models has provided a crucial setting for the detailed study of inflammation biology [3]. Inflammation is a process critical to life itself, without it multicellular animals could not protect themselves against the threat of competing unicellular microorganisms. However, the power of our immune systems can also be a threat to our own health when inflammatory responses fail to resolve in a timely fashion. Understanding how immune cells behave during all phases of inflammation in vivo is an important part of understanding cellular migration and interaction. Neutrophils and macrophages (collectively termed myeloid cells) are the key cells of the innate immune system, and are essential aspects of both host defense against infectious disease, and tissue damage caused during inflammatory disease. The function of such cells is notoriously difficult to examine in vivo.

Neutrophil analysis from multiphoton data sets is complicated for several reasons. First, the data sets can be of high-resolution images as mentioned previously and thus the computational complexity is considerable. Second, neutrophil behaviour is typically analysed from derived measurements, e.g. velocity, shape changes or activation, rather than from direct observation. Thus it is necessary to pre-process the data, namely segment the neutrophils and track them in time [12] before any quantitative analysis can be performed. Third, the collisions that occur between neutrophils present a major challenge to tracking, as two separate fluorescent cells may appear as a single large fluorescent cell. The problem is further complicated by the fact that neutrophils can elongate considerably, and two pseudopods can stretch apart looking then as two separate neutrophils since the region between the two elongated pseudopods will decrease in fluorescence intensity. Fourth, gold-standards to evaluate the robustness of segmentation and tracking algorithms are rarely available for biomedical data, as these require considerable time from an expert user to manually annotated the data, in this case segment and track neutrophils. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no public data sets of neutrophils with gold-standards that can be used to compare and validate analysis algorithms. Furthermore, many labs employ proprietary software with its own routines, which makes replication and verification difficult [8] as these routines are not available to the wider community.

For this work, we generated a series of synthetic data sets in MATLAB that simulate a group of migrating neutrophils. The neutrophils experiment different behaviours such as delayed activation, change in shape, and collisions in their paths. The data sets are freely available and can be used to be used as a benchmark to test the robustness of segmentation and tracking algorithms for neutrophils in zebrafish.

## 2 Synthetic Neutrophil Data Sets

A series of synthetic data sets that reproduce different behaviour characteristics of migrating neutrophils were generated in MATLAB. The data sets consisted of six artificial neutrophils that travelled along paths that presented different conditions of tortuosity, times to activation and proximity to other neutrophils during 98 time frames (Fig. 2a). Each time frame consisted of 11 slices of z-stack each with 550 x 550 pixels, where the neutrophils were formed by Gaussian distributions of higher intensities than the background. The orientation of the Gaussians varied according to the displacement of the artificial neutrophils, i.e. they were round when the cells were static, or elongated when in movement. The tracks with the Gaussians were saved as the gold standard and five different data sets were generated by adding varying levels of white Gaussian noise resulting in data sets with distributions with increas-
Figure 1: Confocal microscope data sets. (a) One time frame $t$, 24 slices in the $z$ axis, two frequencies $f$ (24 in the top and 24 in the bottom of the stack), each image consisting of $1024 \times 1024$ pixels, in the $x, y$ axes. In the top slices the frequency was tune to observe neutrophils and the bottom slices macrophages. The data has been sliced to visualise the intensity at different levels. (b) A single fluorescent slice plotted as a mesh with intensity-related height, and one slice of the DIC image, which shows the anatomy of the fish.

...ing similarity between the neutrophils and the background reflected by the decreasing values of the Bhattacharyya Distance (1.61, 1.25, 1, 0.66, 0.45) (Fig. 2b). The Bhattacharyya Distance (BD) [1, 5] is a well-known measurement of the separability between two probabilistic distributions based on their means and standard deviations.

In its simplest formulation, the Bhattacharyya distance between two classes can be calculated from the variance and mean of each class in the following way:

$$D_B(k_1, k_2) = \frac{1}{4} \ln \left( \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\sigma_{k_1}^2}{\sigma_{k_2}^2} + \frac{\sigma_{k_2}^2}{\sigma_{k_1}^2} + 2 \right) \right) + \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{(\mu_{k_1} - \mu_{k_2})^2}{\sigma_{k_1}^2 + \sigma_{k_2}^2} \right)$$

(1)

where: $D_B(k_1, k_2)$ is the Bhattacharyya distance between $k_1$ -th and $k_2$ -th classes, $\sigma_{k_1}$ is the variance of the $k_1$ -th class, $\mu_{k_1}$ is the mean of the $k_1$ -th class, and $k_1, k_2$ are two different training classes.

For the multidimensional distance, the variances are replaced by co-variance matrices [11]:

$$D_B(k_1, k_2) = \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{|\Sigma_{k_1} + \Sigma_{k_2}|}} \right) + \frac{1}{4} (\mu_{k_1} - \mu_{k_2})^T (\Sigma_{k_1} + \Sigma_{k_2})^{-1} (\mu_{k_1} - \mu_{k_2})$$

(2)

where $(\cdot)^T$ is the transpose of the matrix. The Mahalanobis distance used in Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a particular case of the Bhattacharyya, when the variances of the two classes are equal; this would eliminate the first term of the distance.

Fig. 2c,d display one slice of the z-stack for time frame 26 for the data sets with largest BD (less noise) and smallest BD (more noise). The mean intensity values for the background and neutrophil classes were 10 and 18 respectively.

3 Segmentation and Tracking Algorithm

To test the data sets, we implemented a hysteresis segmentation and keyhole model of movement tracking algorithm as proposed in [12]. Briefly, the segmentation algorithm performed...
intensity-based segmentation with a hysteresis double threshold, with high and low thresholds determined based on Otsu’s algorithm [9]. Volume elements (voxels) below and above the lower threshold were classified as background and neutrophils respectively. Intermediate-level voxels were classified as cells if in contact with voxels above the high threshold, or as background otherwise. Tracking was performed with a keyhole model of movement where cell movement is predicted to follow one of two possibilities: either completely random around the current position of the cell, or oriented following the same orientation and velocity as the previous jump. These options are translated into two regions of probability: a circle and a wedge, together resembling a keyhole. Several post-processing tasks were performed: initial nodes were validated with a backward linking of nodes, tracks for which neutrophils disappear for one frame were joined, small tracks were discarded, and collisions between neutrophils were detected and cells split to be re-tracked.

4 Results

The segmentation and tracking algorithms were tested with the 5 data sets described above and a sensitivity analysis for the threshold levels was performed, as this was the only input parameter which can be modified by the user. We defined two measurements of accuracy: (1) the number of tracks generated by the algorithms (Fig. 3a) and (2) the distance between the centroids of the segmented neutrophils and the gold standard (Fig. 3b). It was important to use both measurements as it is possible to have scenarios where tracks can be broken into several segments, each of which will be very close to the gold standard (good performance in 2, bad performance in 1) or conversely the tracking could confuse neutrophils after a collision and follow the incorrect neutrophil along the track of the gold standard (good performance in 1, bad performance in 2). The threshold values automatically calculated were [19.8, 21.1], therefore, we tested the algorithms with a range from 11 to 31 for the lower threshold and 13 to 33 for the higher threshold. As it should be expected, the errors increase at the extreme values: background regions were considered neutrophils with low threshold levels, and faint neutrophils were lost with high threshold levels. However, the results are fairly stable for a good range of threshold values (19 – 27] for the lower threshold, shaded areas) where the number of tracks is (6 – 8) for all the data sets and the average distance between the centroids of the segmented neutrophils and the gold standard is 1.09 pixels.

5 Conclusions

In this work we present synthetic data sets that simulate the migration of neutrophils as observed with a confocal microscope. We tested the data sets with a segmentation and tracking algorithm which provided stable results for a large range of threshold values. We plan to develop further data sets that describe further neutrophil behaviour as well as acquisition settings to provide further validation data sets to test the robustness of analysis algorithms.
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Figure 2: Synthetic data sets. (a) One slice of the intensity at time 30 and the paths of six individual neutrophils shown as coloured lines. The z-axis indicates time. (b) Five sets of histograms of the distributions for background (noise) and neutrophils (signal) for different levels of noise. The separability of the two classes is indicated by the values of the Bhattacharyya Distance ($BD$). (c) One slice of the set with $BD = 1.61$ shown as a mesh where the intensity corresponds to the z-axis. (d) One slice of the set with $BD = 0.45$. The level of the noise can be easily compared between the two data sets.

Figure 3: Validation of the algorithms against different input thresholds. (a) Number of tracks generated by the algorithms; the correct number was 6. (b) Average distance between the centroids of the segmented neutrophils and the gold standard in pixels. The shaded areas denote the range in which the algorithms provide consistent results.


